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BMD (Be More Dog/I.Brunel Museum Development)
responds to the brief of reengineering Happiness within
the Brunel Museum. The proposal delivers an
inter-species public space, inviting a new type
of audience to the museum.
.
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Exploring positive qu alities of dogs including sensitivity
and comfortability, the space aims to strengthen, or
further, evolve human-canine bonds. Elements of the
space trigger human visitors to act more dog,
challenging their levels of curiosity and sensitivity.
Simultaneously,
embracing spatial
features
to
encourage interaction and a play of hierarchy between
the two species, the proposed design aspires to enliven
the community.
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" Learn the
art of being
more dog." - ALISON DAVIES For decades, dogs have been offering
friendship and obedience to their
human partners. However, although
the human-canine relationship is a
very long-lasting symbiosis, we know
that dogs have higher sensory a biIi ties
and are able to notice small details
more than us. "Can we be more dog?"
was a question that arose from this
point, further evolving to the question,
"Can a museum be more dog?".
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Site observation through dog vision and sensitivity, reviving
forgotten senses. BLUE, being one of the strongest colours
dogs can see with their dichromatic vision, is the predominant
colour of most imagery in the following pages, as an aim for the
project narrative to be experienced while "being more dog".
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"Places 'in-between'
are the spaces where
'unhappiness' often
occurs." - KEITH BRADLEY Op portunities for happiness I ie i ,1
the couryard of the Museum,
which acts as an "in-between"
space of the area.

INTERACTION

SMELL

SOUND

Catalan Vault technique has
been chosen to form the
exterior shell for three points:
・To respond to the main
material of the site
・Traditional rather than
modern, connecting to the
museumʼs historic style
・Hands-on construction
process as a part of “being
more dog”

:

:
Sound of trains passing

throughBrunelʼs Thames
Tunnel can be heard.

:

:Dogs are advanced at sensing details.
The proposal incorporates patterns
from the surrounding neighbourhood,
learning from their sensitivity, while
visually connecting the community.

Exploring ideas to enhance senses of
sound and smell for human users to
experience dogsʼ capabilities/Prototype
experiments to negotiate relationships
between diﬀerent elements.

SECTION: TECHNICAL DETAILS

ACCESS ROUTES
:
The interior can be accessed through an
accessible ramp as well as the main steps.
A smaller ramp is available for dog access.
Dog friendly steps have been added to the
existing entrance steps to the museum,
welcoming various types of visitors.

❶Interior ramp access

❸Dog step access
Railway Avenue

side bench

interior

exterior vault
(inner layer)

❷Interior dog ramp access

❹Dog step access
Rotherhithe Street

:

:

MAINTENANCE
Both the interior and exterior can be jet
washed. Additionally, the Bokashi compost
system allows dog owners to easily and
sustainably dispose dog-waste, while
contributing to the growth of the museumʼs
plants.

BRICK SPECIFICATION
A variety of diﬀerent bricks and pavers
will be used for diﬀerent surface.
Patterned pavers will be used to clad the
inner “sensory elements” to distinguish
areas and to provide more grip for canine
visitors. Other surfaces will be plain,
although a darker shade of these plain
bricks will highlight areas such as the
slope and steps.

Staﬀordshire blue
bricks and pavers
wil be used to
ensure that dogs
are able to see the
same colour as
humans.

